
Battleships, guided missile

USS Kentucky, BBG 66

Displacement: 47,410 tons standard; 55,870 full load
Dimensions: 887 x 108 x 38 feet

Guided weapons:
1 twin Talos long range AAW
2 twin Tartar short range AAW
1 octuple ASROC ASW launcher

Guns:
6 16”/50 in triple mounts
4 5”/54 in single mounts
4 20mm machine guns in single mounts

Torpedos:
2 triple ASW torpedo launchers

Aircraft: 1 helicopter (see Aviation)

Design:
Hull is of the Iowa class battleship Kentucky. Left incomplete at the end of World War 2, hull was mothballed until 1958, when it was decided to finish the ship with mixed gun and missile armament. The Iowas had proven their utility as heavy shore bombardment vessels in the Korean conflict, and with the launching of the first Soviet BCG Sevastopol the USN concluded that more heavy guns would be needed in the fleet.
There are two main gun turrets, mounted forward. The barbette for the third turret aft was removed incomplete and replaced with the magazines and under-deck equipment for the Talos missiles.
The superstructure is a modified version of that built for the converted Albany CG class. This was done as the capacity for rolling armor plate was largely gone from US manufacturing plants, so an Iowa-style superstructure could not be built, and the cruiser design had the spaces for the missiles and a larger CIC.

Missiles:
Originally designed to launch 8 Polaris missiles.
Terrier capability was contemplated, but testing determined there would be excessive interference between the radar systems.

Guns:
Designed for ten 5”/38 medium caliber guns in twin turrets. Four of these were replaced by 5”/54s in single mounts, giving a faster rate of fire and reducing crew requirement. Another two magazines and mount locations given over to Tartar missiles. Remainder converted to storage and berthing.

Radars:

Aviation:
There is no hangar for the helicopter, but fuel and armament are carried. The usual complement is one SH-2 or SH-3 for ASW, replenishment, and liaison.  Up to three helicopters can be accommodated on the after deck.

